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[57] ABSTRACT
Disclosed is a controller principally for a flight craft
and utilizing a single control element which can be ma-
nipulated for control of motion relative to pitch, roll,
and yaw axes, these axes being mutually perpendicular
to one another. The control element is mounted in a
base member for pivotal movement about a longitudi-
nal "yaw" axis extending through the control element
and the degree of pivotal movement controls a yaw
function. The base member is mounted for pivotal
movement about a "roll" axis, which is perpendicular
to the longitudinal "yaw" axis and the degree of pivotal
movement controls a "roll" function. The control ele-
ment has a handle pivotally mounted on it for pivotal
movement about a "pitch" axis which is perpendicular
to the longitudinal "yaw" axis and to the "roll" axis.
The handle can be manipulated to provide pivotal
movmeent about any one or more of the axes individu-
ally or contemporaneously. Spring biased centering
mechanisms are provided for "zero" settings of the
handle and control element. The mountings for pivotal
movement include shafts along the respective axes
which are part of a solid state transducer so that pivotal
rotation about any of the axes directly couples rotation
of a shaft to an electrical transducer for a direct read-
out of the pivotal position. Each transducer includes
three Hall. Effect generators equiangularly spaced
about an axis and a six pole magnetic plate coupled to
the rotational shaft for producing the direct electrical
read out. The use of multiple generators provides triple
redundancy as a safety factor.
10 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures
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SOLID STATE CONTROLLER THREE-AXES a transducer element in a transducer which provides an
CONTROLLER electrical indication of the rotative movement.
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION The transducer Preferably uses Hall Effect genera-OR101N Oh I Ht INVEN I ION
 tOR and a magnet arrangement; however, light emitter-
The invention described herein was made by an em- 5 photovoltaic cells could also be used. In the preferred
ployee of the United States Government and may be type of transducer, the pivotal mounting with respect
manufactured and used by or for the Government of to the various axis includes a shaft attached to a disc
the United States of America for governmental pur- magnet in a transducer, the magnet having six magnetic
poses without the payment of any royalties thereon or pole pieces. Three equiangularly spaced Hall Effect
therefor. 10 generators are disposed in a transducer with respect to
the pole pieces to provide solid state transducers where
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
 any one of the generators is sufficient to provide a con-
This invention relates to controllers for flight aircraft trolling function. Thus, there is a direct coupling of the
and in particular to hand controllers where a single rotative or pivotal mounting to a solid state transducer
hand control element is necessary or desirable to pro- 15 which is very reliable because of the redundancy in the
vide independent and conjunctive control functions number of generators.
about one or more axes. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
It may readily be appreciated that use of a single con-
trolling handle grip for obtaining control over rota- The invention may best be understood by reference
tional movement about three mutually perpendicular 20 to Ae following drawings included as a part of this
axes has inherent design complexities. The axes usually specification, and in which:
preferred to are the pitch, roll, and yaw axes relative to FIG-l 'K a schematic illustration of a flight controller
a flight craft. The use of switches, gears, cams and including the support arrangement for obtaining piv-
other types of hardware has not been particularly sue- otal movement about three mutually perpendicular
cessful in obtaining reliable control results and to ob- 25 axes bv °Peratlon of a hand gnp control;
tain reliability, the equipment has become extremely „ FIG 2 is a detailed cross-sectional side view of the
complex. Also, the sensor mechanisms for determining fllght controller which includes a hand gnp and a hous-
the degree of rotation have also been a source of diffi- ln~_ „. . . - . , . « . L L J -
culty in obtaining reliability and accuracy over the con- ,n FIG f IS acrof se,ctl?"?lend view of the hand «"P
trol ranae taken alone line 3~3 of FIG 2;8
 FIG. 4 is a view of the roll axis limit stop assembly
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION taken along line 4—4 of FIG. 2;
.... • » • « • ! _ 11 t FIG. 5 is a top view of the housing and yaw axis limitIn the present invention a flight controller consists of ... , ,. , ? ,,.,>, „ . ,
, ., . . . . . . i • •. j- ii stop assembly taken along line 5—5 of FIG. 2, and fur-
a handle grip which is mounted on a longitudinally ex- •><: .. ^ ... . • . .& ... „ . ' .
... 7 i i . T - u u . l i • • • . ii ther illustrating a top view of the roll axis transducertending control element. The handle gnp is pivotally .. ° r
mounted on the control element about a "pitch" axis _._ /'. . .. , , , . .
. . . . .. , , , . . . . . . . FIG. 6 is a side view of a force feel scissors mecha-
which is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis through
the control element. The pivotal mounting includes a '^
 ? .& a cro8MectioiIal view of a transducer with
resilient force mounting mechanism which centers the 40
 illustration of a rotor magnet for producing indications
grip relative to the control element. The handle gnp
 Qf direction of tQ^
can be rotated against the resilient force in either rota-
 FJG „ Js a ^ ^^^^ view of a transducer illus-
tive direction about the pitch axis. Rotation of the ban-
 Uati Hal, Effect enerators and eiectrical conductors
die grip produces a direct rotation of a transducer ele-
 M used for producing indications of directions or rota-
ment in a transducer which provides an electrical indi- 45
 (-on
cation of the rotative movement.
The control element is rotationally supported in a DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
base element or member for rotation about its longti- EMBODIMENT
udinal or yaw axis. The control element mounting in- jo funy appreciate the application of this invention,
eludes a resilient force mounting mechanism which 50 -t js essentiaj to understand the possible rotational
centers the rotational position of the control element movement of a three dimensional finite body about
relative to the base element. The control element can
 tni.ee mutually perpendicular axes which intersect at
be rotated by the handle grip relative to the base ele-
 the center of an object. Consider a three dimensional
ment against the resilient force in either rotative direc- object such as a rectangular enclosed box consisting of
tion about the longitudinal axis. Rotation of the control 55 two sides, a top and a bottom, and two ends. Extending
element produces a direct rotation of a transducer through the center of the box and through the centers
which provides an electrical indication of the rotative
 of the ends in a direction parallel to the top and sides
movement. is an axis about which the box may rotate and this axis
The base element for the control element is relatively is designated as a roll axis. Perpendicular to this axis
supported for rotation about a roll axis which is perpen- and extending vertically through the center of the top
dicular to both the yaw and pitch axes. The base ele- and bottom is an intersecting axis which is designated
ment mounting includes a resilient force mounting a yaw axis. Mutually perpendicular to the roll and yaw
mechanism which centers the rotational position of the axis and extending through the center of the sides is an
base elements relative to a support on the craft. The „ axis designated the pitch axis. It will be appreciated
base element can be rotated against the resilient force that the box may be rotated about any of the axes inde-
in either rotative directions about the roll axis. Rota- pendently of any rotation about the other two axes or
tion of the base element produces a direct rotation of may be rotated with respect to all three axes simulta-
3,771,037
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neously. Relating now to a space craft environment, a Referring now to FIG. 2, located within the hollow
flight controller is desired with a single control element interior of the hand grip are the pitch control means for
which can independently or conjunctively produce a controlling the pitch angle. The pitch control means
control function with respect to pitch, roll and yaw axes consists primarily of a force feel mechanism, a trans-
of the craft. . 5 ducer for producing direct electrical current of varying
Referring now to the drawings, in FIG. 1 a face plate intensity and polarity, and electrical conductors for
10 of a housing (not shown) supports a mechanism transmitting the current produced by the transducer to
which includes a hand grip controller 11. The hand grip the flight means for controlling the pitch of a craft,
controller 11 can be manipulated to provide three mu- The hand grip 11 has a hollow interior 13 with a gen-
tually independent controls about three mutually per- 10 erally rectangular cross-section so that it fits over the
pendicular axes which can be designated as the pitch, transducer 23 and a force feel mechanism 24. The hand
roll and yaw axes. The arrangement, however, also per- grip 11 has an upper, internal flat surface 30 which
mils the simultaneous or conjunctive control with re- rests upon the upper flat surface 31 of a rectangularly
spect to any two or more of the axes. shaped base plate 32. The base plate 32 and hand grip
The hand grip 11 has an outer configuration which is 15 11 are securely attached to one another by screws 33.
adapted for comfortable grasp by an operator's hand. The base plate 32 has depending angularly shaped legs
This configuration includes identations 12 along a for- 34 and 35, as best seen in FIG. 3, on the longitudinal
ward surface to accept the fingers of an operator, thus sides of the base plate 32 to form an inverted stirrup
permitting the hand grip to be firmly grasped by the op- configuration. Near the lower ends of the legs a pitch
erator. The hand grip has a hollo wed-out interior 13 20 axis pin 36 extends from one leg to the other and is at-
which has a roughly rectangular cross-section sized to tached to the legs 34 and 35. The pitch axis pin 36 is
receive a pitch control means 14. The hand grip 11 is a part of the driving shaft for a transducer 23. Thus, the
attached to the pitch control means 14 and rotatably hand grip 11 may be rotated either clockwise or coun-
mounted with respect to a pitch axis 16 and to a handle terclockwise about the axis of the pitch axis pin 36 and
support 15. The pitch control means 14 are actuated by 25 produce a corresponding rotation of the pitch axis pin
clockwise and counterclockwise rotations of the hand and a corresponding indication in the pitch transducer
grip 11 about the pitch axis 16 which is centrally lo- 23.
cated relative to the hand grip and intersects a longitu- The force feel means 24, which is also illustrated in
dinal axis extending through the handle support 15. detail in FIGS. 3 and 6, is a resiliently biased mechani-
The pitch axis 16 is in a perpendicular intersecting rela- 30 cal device for maintaining the hand grip 11 in a neutral
tionship to the longitudinal axis 17 of the handle sup- vertical position relative to a handle support and for
port 15. , providing mechanical resistance to rotation of the hand
The handle support 15 is attached to a yaw journal grip relative to the handle support. The force feel 24
18 which is pivotally or rotatively mounted in a housing includes forward and rearward plate members 40 and
19. Thus, the yaw journal 18 .can be moved clockwise 35 41 each having a central opening 42 which rotatably
and counterclockwise with respect to the housing 19 receives the pitch axis pin 36. The forward plate 40 has
about a yaw axis 17 by movement of the handle sup- a central body portion from which a lateral and hori-
port. The yaw axis 17 for the journal 18 is arranged per- zontal projecting part 43 is arranged to engage the un-
pendicular to the pitch axis 16, and intersects the longi- derside of a stop pin 44 which secured to the handle
tudinal axis 17 of the handle support 15. The housing 40 support 15. The stop pin 44 is perpendicular to the han-
19 which carries the yaw journal 18 is pivotally or ro- die support and is arranged with its pin axis in a hori-
tatably mounted in a housing 22 of a support for rota- zontal plane which intersects the axis of the pitch axis
tion about roll axis 21 which is perpendicular to the pin 36. The rearward plate 41 has a central body por-
longitudinal axis 17 and to the pitch axis 16. Thus, tion from which a lateral and horizontal projecting part
clockwise or counterclockwise rotation of the handle 45 is arranged to engage the upperside of the stop pin
support 15 about the roll axis 21 with respect to the 44. Thus, the forward plate 40 cannot be rotated in a
housing 22 can be obtained. counterclockwise direction because of engagement
The pitch control means 14 includes a transducer 23 with the stop pin 44 and the rearward plate 41 cannot
to indicate rotational position of the grip 11 abou the be rotateded in a clockwise direction because of en-
pivot axis 16 and a force feel mechanism 24 which pro- gagement with the stop pin 44.
vides a resilient stabilizing force to maintain the grip 11 The forward plate 40 has an upwardly extending tang
in a neutral position. The yaw journal 18 is attached to portion 47 which is disposed to one side of the pitch
a transducer 25 which indicates rotational position of axis pin 36 and a downward extending tang portion 48
the journal 18 about the yaw axis 17 and a force feel ,, which is disposed on the other side of the pitch axis pin
mechanism 26 which provides a resilient stabilizing 36. The rearward plate 41 has an upwardly extending
force to maintain .the handle support 15 in a neutral po- tang portion 49 which is disposed in line and above the
sition. The housing 19 has a journal 27 attached to a downwardly extending tang portion 48 on the forward
transducer 28 which indicates rotational position of the plate. The rearward plate 41 also has a downwardly ex-
journal with respect to the roll axis and a force feel ,Q tending tang portion 50 which is disposed below and in
mechanism 29 which provides a resilient stabilizing line with the upwardly extending tang portion 47 of the
force to maintain the housing 19 in a neutral position. forward plate 40. As shown in FIGS. 3 andd 6, thee
It will be appreciated upon further inspection that upper and lower tang portions 49 and 50 of the rear-
each of the means for movement about the three prin- ward plate member 41 are offset toward the forward
cipal axes of movement can be actuated independently
 65 plate member 40 to align the upper and lower tang por-
of the other two means, or two or three of the means tions of the forward and rearward plate members in the
can be actuated at the same time, or all three of the same plane. The upper tang portions 47 and 49 of the
means can be actuated at the same time. forward and rearward plate members are coupled to
3,771,037
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one another but the relative motion is prevented by en- The handle support 15 has at its lower end a handle
gagement of the laterally projecting parts 43 and 45 support mounting base 65 which attaches to an assem-
with the stop pin 44. A lower spring 55 resiliently cou- bly on the housing 22 which is constructed to permit
pies the lower tang portions 48 and 50 to one another two additional directions of movement, i.e. clockwise
and is cumulative to the effect of the upper spring 51. 5 and counterclockwise rotation of the handle support 15
Along a vertical plane which extends through the about its longitudinal or yaw axis for controlling yaw as
pitch axis pin.36, a stirrup drive pin 52 is attached to well as clockwise and counterclockwise rotation of the
one of the depending legs 35 of the base member 32. handle support about a roll axis perpendicular to the
The stirrup drive pin 52 extends inwardly past both the pitch axis.
forward and rearward plate members 40 and 41 which '0 Also attached to the handle support 15 is a stop plate
have semicircular recesses 53 and 54 (FIG. 6) sized to 66 which has forward and rearward stops 67 and 68,
accommodate the pin. The legs 34 and 35, it will be re- respectively, arranged to engage interior surfaces 69
called, are attached to the pitch axis pin 36 and when and 70 of the ha"d griP 11- Thus, the degree of rotation
the base member 32 is moved counterclockwise about is limited by the stop plate 66 and hand grip 11.
the pin axis 16, the drive pin 52 will act on the rearward 15 The handle support mounting base 65 is attached to
plate member 41 moving it counterclockwise about the an uPPer portion of the yaw journal 18 which is de-
pin axis 16. At the same time the forward plate 40 re- s'gned to be rotatable within a yaw journal housing 19
mains stationary because the lateral projection 43 is in which is ^so pivotally mounted. The yaw journal 18 is
engagement with the stop pin 44. The springs 51 and relatively mounted in the yaw journal housmg 19 by
55 are tensioned by such a movement. Upon release of 20 means of uPPer and lower bearings 72 and 73. Upper
such a counterclockwise force to the rearward plate 41, and lower thrust bearing Plates 57 and 58 are provided
the spring force will return the rearward plate 41 to its between shoulders on the journal housing 19 and on
neutral position. A clockwise force .applied to the for- the Journal 18 to retain the ->ournal 18 in ** housin«
ward plate 40 will cause a tensioning of the springs ,. 19' Thus'the yaw J°umal 18 can be rotated f lockwisf
while the rearward plate 41 remains stationary and the 25 and counterclockwise about a longitudinal axis 17
effect will be as described above. *hi<-h is "Kgned with the longitudinal axis through the
As best shown in FIG. 2, the transducer means has an handle suPPort' The yaw Journal 18 ls a 8enerally cyhn'
outer cylindrical configuration 60 which permits its dri.cs? ^  wl* » ho|l°wed °ut °r ««.«?»'ntenor ™
mounting in cylindrical recess in a mounting base 61 on
 30 *
tach
 '
s
 Pr°v'ded. wf an °Penin8 75 ln '* "«*' e"d
a handle support 15. The cylindrical recess has a split 3° tKhro"8h whlch ** electn,c^ conductors 76 from the
. j- . , j . *•» *•* i*- t. handle support pass, and further provided with an
upper end defined by spaced apart ears 62, 63 which . _,£T j.V.
 r-» , _.i. U. •_ v v .ufv
. , ,A , ..'
 r
. ,. .
v
 ,. .. . . . opening 77 intermediate of its length through which the
can be bolted together to firmly fix the transducer in £ ». f . • i j» A • •»« •
., TV _* . • A *• • c vi . L j pitch electrical conductors may pass. An opening 78 isthe recess. The support stop pin 44 is fixably attached - j j - i_ • . i_ • .«* *i_ c
. . . ,. , V-.V. -, v i j • provided in the journal housing 19 for the passage of
to the mounting base 61. In FIG. 3, the transducer dnv- 35 ^ lectrical conductors through £e assembly,
•ng shaft 36 ,s seen extending through the force feel and
 Attached to the lower surface of the journal housing
transducer and the shaft 36 is attached to the mtenor ,„
 ig a housi g() which endoaeg a force fee, means 2*
legs 34 and 35 so that as the hand grip 11 is rotated rel-
 and to which a transducer means 2S -K attached. The
ative to the handle support 15, the shaft 36 rotates with
 transducer drivi shaft 81 extends ^rou h Ae force
the hand grip. The stirrup drive pin 52 is fixably at- 40
 fee, 26 ^ rotatab, su ^ the forward ^ rear.
tached to the left interior leg 35 of the hand grip so that
 ward p|ate members of the force fce, means M The
as the hand grip is rotated clockwise or counterclock-
 shaft 81 is attached to the journa] 18 along the longitu-
wise about the transducer driving shaft 36, the stirrup
 dinal axis 17 A st in 82 extends upwardly from the
drive pin 52 moves in a clockwise or counterclockwise
 housing 80 and is disposed between the lateral projec-
direction and engages the semicircular indentations of 45
 tk)ns of ^ p,ate members An offset drive pin (not
the forward or rearward plates thereby tensioning the shown) is attached to the journal 18 and is adapted to
upper and lower springs of the force feel. The trans-
 be centered by the force feel 26. The force feel means
ducer driving shaft 36 is fixably connected to the rotor 26 is constructed and arranged as described heretofore
of the pitch transducer so that as the transducer driving
 with respect to FIG. 6. The electrical conductors 83 for
shaft is rotated by the rotation of the hand grip 11 and 50 transmitting the electrical direct current induced in the
the shaft 36, the rotor rotates an equivalent number of transducer are passed from the transducer through an
degrees relative to the transducer housing inducing an opening 78 in the roll housing.
electrical direct current in the transducer, which will be
 As y,e hand grip 11 and handle support 15 are ro-
discussed in greater detail later. It is, however, noted tated in a clockwise direction, and yaw journal 18 ro-
that there is direct coupling of the transducer shaft to 55 tales an equivalent number of degrees relative to the
the hand grip. The hand grip 11 is fixably mounted to
 yaw journal housing 19 so that the drive pin actuates a
the hand grip mounting base 32, which is fixably at- plate of the yaw force feel 26 against the resistance of
tached to the handle support by conventional means its spring force, and further rotates the yaw rotor of the
such as screws and may be readily removed for inspec- yaw transducer 25 thereby inducing an electrical direct
tion and maintenance of the pitch force feel and trans- output current in the yaw transducer. The clockwise
ducer. and counterclockwise rotations of the handle support
The handle support 15 may be tubular in cross- relative to the housing are restricted to a fixed degree
section with a longitudinal passageway therein for the of rotation by means of the yaw limit stop assembly 85
passage of electrical conductors. Thus, the electrical ,. which may be seen in greater detail in FIG. 4.
conductors for transmitting the current induced in the As shown in FIGS. 2 and 4, the yaw limit stop assem-
transducer 23 extend from the pitch transducer bly includes a yaw and roll axis stop plate 86 attached
through the hollow handle support lo a housing below. to a vertical side of the yaw journal housing 19. The
3,771,037
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stop plate 86 has a first central body portion 87 and a
first machined recess 88 to provide a limiting function
with respect to a yaw axis stop tang 89. The recess 88
in the stop plate 86 has vertical sides located equidis-
tantly to either side of a vertical axis which intersects
the roll axis 21. The yaw axis stop tang 89 is attached
to the yaw journal 18 and extends generally perpendic-
ular therefrom so that a projecting portion is disposed
between the vertical sides of the recess 88. Thus, when
the stop projection on the tang 89 is disposed between
the vertical sides of the recess 88, the clockwise and
counterclockwise rotation of the yaw journal 18 about
the longitudinal yaw axis is limited by the engagement
of the stop projection with one of the sides of the recess
88.
The yaw journal housing 19 has spaced apart journals
90, 91 on a common roll axis 21 which intersects the
vertical or longitudinal yaw axis 17. The journals 90,91
are pivotally received in bearings in a fixed housing 22
wise direction causes the generators to produce a (+)
or (—) proportional output signal. In operation, an exci-
tation current is supplied to the generators in a well
. known manner. One of the advantages of this arrange-
5 ment of transducers is that there is a triple redundancy
in the use of generators which, of course, greatly in-
creases reliability. The direct coupling of the trans-
ducer with the controller eliminates mechanical loss
inherent in mechanical systems and there is no wear
10 problem in the transducer as there is no physical con-
tact between the magnet rotor and the generator.
In the device as shown in FIGS. 7 and 8 the magnet
and generator orientation are such that in a neutral po-
sition the output voltage is zero—a displacement in one
IS direction causing an output of one polarity and a dis-
placement in the other direction producing a reverse
polarity.
Insofar as transducers are concerned, as the trans-
ducers of FIGS. 7 and 8 illustrate, a shaft can produce
on the vehicle so that the yaw journal housing 19 can 20 rotation of one plate relative to another plate. It is pos-
be pivoted clockwise and counterclockwise with re- sible to substitute other motion detecting means in such
spect to the housing 22 about the roll axis 21. At one an arrangement. For example, a radioactive light
journal 91 is a force feel mechanism 29 and transducer source can be inset on a rotor and displaced relative to
28 which are mounted between the fixed housing 22 a photovoltaic cell. Displacement of the light source
and the journal 91. The transducer pin 92 is aligned 25
 wjth respect to the photovoltaic cell produces an elec-
with and located on the roll axis 21 and attached to the trical output from the cell. By appropriate configura-
roll journal 91. The drive pin 93 for the force feel tion of the cell or the relative motion path, the output
mechanism 29 is offset from the transducer pin on the can be made linear or non-linear.
journal and is used to drive the plates of the force feel While but one embodiment of the invention has been
29 in a manner which has been described heretofore. 30 shown and described, various changes can be made in
The forward and rearward plates of the force feel are the construction of the parts without departing from
pivotally mounted on the transducer pin. A stop pin
(not shown) is located between the plate and attached
to the fixed housing.
To limit the rotation of the yaw journal housing 19 35
about the roll axis, the stop plate 86 on the yaw housing
has an upper recess 95 with sloped or angled surface
portions. A roll axis stop member 96 (FIGS. 2 and 4)
is attached to the fixed housing 22 and extends outward
into the upper recess 95. Thus, if the yaw axis stop plate 40
86 is rotated clockwise or counterclockwise with the
yaw journal housing 19 relative to the fixed housing 22
by movement of the handle support, the sloping sides
of the stop plate 86 will engage one of the sides of the
roll axis stop member 96 and limit movement of the
handle support about the roll axis.
Referring now to FIGS. 7 and 8, there may be seen
a triple-redundant solid state transducer that produces
three electrical outputs which, by means of electrical
conductors, may be transmitted to further control
means for control of the roll, pitch, and yaw functions
of a flight craft. The transducer housing has a cylindri-
cal shaped configuration and includes a six pole -rotor
magnet 100. These equiangularly spaced Hall Effect
generators 101, 102, and 103 are mounted in an end
plate 104 with the leads being passed through teflon
press-fit terminals to be collected in an output cable
105. The "null" position of the rotor relative to the
generators 101, 102, and 103 is illustrated in FIG. 7.
The shaft 107 on the rotor 100 passes through the shaft
opening 106 in the plate mounting the generators. A
shaft 107 is directly coupled to the pin 36, pin 81 or pin
92 of the mechanisms heretofore described. The plate
mounting the generators is associated with the rotor
100 in a housing (not shown) where rotation of the
rotor relative to the generators is obtained. Rotation of
the magnet in a clockwise direction or counterclock-
45
50
55
60
the spirit and scope of the invention as will be under-
stood by those skilled in the art.
What is claimed is:
1. A controller for producing control functions rela-
tive to three mutually perpendicular axes comprising
a support member,
a housing rotatively mounted on said member for piv-
otal movement about a first axis, first transducer
means including a shaft control element extending
along said first axis and coupled to said housing,
a control element rotatively mounted on said housing
. for pivotal movement about a second axis, said sec-
ond axis being perpendicular to said first axis, sec-
ond transducer means including a shaft control ele-
ment extending along said second axis and coupled
to said control element,
a hand grip rotatively mounted on said control ele-
ment for pivotal movement about a third axis, said
third axis being perpendicular to said first and sec-
ond axis, third transducer means including a shaft
control element extending along said third axis and
coupled to said hand grip, and
said transducers respectively including a magnetic
rotor with a plurality of pole pieces attached to said
shaft control element and a fixed member having
at least one Hall Effect generator for producing an
electrical output signal proportional to the degree
of rotation of a rotor relative to the plate member.
2. The controller as defined in claim 1 and further in-
cluding means for directly coupling said shaft control
elements for said transducers in axial alignment with
the respective first, second, and third axes.
3. The controller as defined in claim 2 wherein there
are at least three Hall Effect generators equiangularly
spaced about said shaft control element and said mag-
netic rotor includes at least 6 pole pieces.
3,771,037
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4. The controller as defined in claim 2 and further in-
cluding resilient force means respectively coupled rela-
tive to the shaft control element for each of said trans-
ducers and to each of said housing, said control ele-
ment and said hand grip for provide a neutral force lo-
cation for said housing, said control element and said
hand grip relative to said transducer means,
said housing, said control element, and said hand grip
being rotatable about their respective axes against
the effect of said resilient force means.
5. The controller as defined in claim 4 and further in-
cluding means for limiting the respective relative rota-
tion of said housing, said control element and said hand
grip.
6. The controller as defined in claim 4 wherein said
control element is pivotally mounted in said housing for
rotation about said second axis which is a longitudinal
axis extending through said control element, said hous-
ing is pivotally mounted in said support member for ro-
tation about said first axis which is an axis transverse to
and intersecting said second axis, said hand grip is piv-
otally mounted on said control element for rotation
about said third axis which is an axis transverse to and
intersecting said second axis.
7. The controller as defined in claim 6 wherein said
hand grip has a hollow interior which receives one end
of said control element and said pivotal mounting is
5 within the interior of said hand grip, said hand grip ha v-
ing interior surfaces and said interior and exterior sur-
faces being arranged to limit pivotal rotation of said
hand grip relative to said control element.
8. The controller as defined in claim 7 wherein said
10 housing has first means thereon defining spaced-apart
stop surfaces and said control element has a projecting
part disposed between said stop surfaces for limiting
the rotation of said control element relative to said
housing.
IS 9. The controller as defined in claim 8 wherein said
housing has second means defining spaced-apart stop
surfaces and said support member has a projecting part
disposed between said stop surfaces for limiting the ro-
tation of said housing relative to said support member.
20 10. The controller as defined in claim 9 wherein said
first and second means having stop surfaces are a re-
cessed plate member secured to said housing.
* * * * *
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